Rising Ground

featuring MORNING WALK COLLECTION BY LEAH DUNCAN

FREE PATTERN
Rising Ground
AGF studio

morning walk
fabrics designed by

MWK-2116
MOJAVE ALOE

MWK-1117
DESSERT NEEDLEWORK GLORY

MWK-2118
VITRINE WATERMARKS ZEST

MWK-2115
LIMESTONE FEEL PIHAYA

MWK-2116
MOJAVE ALCE

MWK-2114
MINIFLORES SUNBATHED

FINISHED SIZE | 60" × 70"
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**Fabric Requirements**

- **Fabric A**  MWK-1117  1 1/6 yd.
- **Fabric B**  MWK-1120  1 1/6 yd.
- **Fabric C**  MWK-2118  1/2 yd.
- **Fabric D**  MWK-2115  1/2 yd.
- **Fabric E**  MWK-2116  1 yd.

**Backing Fabric**

  MWK-2114  3 3/4 yds. (suggested)

**Binding Fabric**

  MWK-2116 (Fabric E) (included)

---

**Cutting Directions**

1/4" seam allowances are included.

- Sixty (60) - 6" x 6" squares from Fabric A
- Sixty (60) - 6" x 6" squares from Fabric B
- Ten (10) - 2 1/2" x 30" strips from Fabric C
- Ten (10) - 1 1/2" x 30" strips from Fabric D
- Ten (10) - 1 1/2" x 30" strips from Fabric E

---

**Construction**

Sew all rights sides together with 1/4" seam allowance.

- To create two half square triangle with Fabric A and Fabric B, take 6" x 6" squares from both fabrics. (Diagram 1)

- Place on top with right sides together! Draw a diagonal line from one corner to the other. (Diagram 2)

- Sew on each side of the line you drew at 1/4". (Diagram 2)

- Cut on your diagonal line. Press seams open. (Diagram 3)

- Square off half square triangles to equal 5 1/2" x 5 1/2" (Diagram 4)
• You will need a total of 120 half square triangles from Fabric A and B.

• Arrange half square triangles following the quilt illustration as a guide!

• Now take two 1 1/2" x 30" strips from Fabric D and sew together. Take two 2 1/2" x 30" strips from Fabric C and sew together. Take two 1 1/2" x 30" strips from Fabric E and sew together. (Diagram 5)

• Now sew these strips you created with Fabric D, C, and E and sew them together following Diagram 6.

• Follow diagram 7 to sew each of your quilt rows together.

---

**DIAGRAM 5**

**DIAGRAM 6**

**DIAGRAM 7**
• Press them together to form a crease. Using this crease as the stitching line, sew the two open ends of the binding with right sides together (you can help yourself marking with a pencil if the crease is difficult to see).

• Trim seam to ¼” and press open. Complete the sewing. Turn binding to back of the quilt, turn raw edge inside and stitch by hand using blind stitch.

**DIAGRAM B1**

Stop stitching here

**DIAGRAM B2**

**DIAGRAM B3**

fold

---

**NOTE:** While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.
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